


so it’s important to set up a space that’s 
comfortable, inspiring and productive! 
Whether your workspace is at home or in 
an office, make sure it’s set up with some 
handy merch to help you Desk for Success!

Many of us spend about 4,800 
days working throughout our lives,
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A. Courant Essentials Catch: 1 
	 Charge	up	devices	with	a	sleek,	low-profile	wireless	charger	that		
 stays put. Great for locations where space saving is top of mind.

B. BluPhonic Duo
 Keep your phone charged while streaming your favorite playlist,  
 all while having the screen fully visible so you can keep up with   
 texts and anything else that may come along!

A.

B.

C. LED Wireless Recharging Station
 An all-in-one design that makes the perfect gift!  
 Features a wireless phone charging stand, an Apple   
 Watch charger, a Qi earbud charging station and an 
 LED light.

C.
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E. Bamboo Desktop Wireless Charger 
 Thin and lightweight, this wireless charger features a   
 built-in device stand—making it the perfect addition to  
 any desk or side table.

D.

D. McLovin
 Take your virtual calls hands-free and well-lit. The  
 McLovin is the loving combination of a Tele-Port  
 Phone Stand and ShowTime Ring Light.

E.
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B.

A. Cablecatch
 Keep cords organized and out of the way. Includes  
 double-sided tape that allows for placement on the top  
 or side of desks and tables.

B. Charging Cable
 Keep this handy 6-foot fabric-covered USB extension  
 cord on a desk for data transfer, charging devices  
 and more.

C. 3M™ Custom Printed Skins 
 Express your message in full color while protecting  
 your devices! Apply and remove with ease.

A.

B.

C.
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D. Earbuds
 Everyone can use an extra pair of earbuds! This tech  
 gift includes a protective travel case with a clear  
 plastic lid.

E. Blue Light Blocking Glasses
 Keep harmful blue light from taking a toll on their eyes  
 with these stylish specs.

D.
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A. Broome Mini Journal
 Keep your pen and sticky notes close at hand with this  
 convenient three-in-one notebook! Perfect for taking   
	 notes	during	meetings	and	jotting	down	reminders. 

B. Pitch Notebook
 Every productive workspace needs a journal for jotting  
 notes - or doodling during those long meetings!

A. B.
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C. Sandro Desk Box
 Keep accessories close at hand and organized. Includes a  
 100-page paper pad and features a letter holder, hide-away 
 drawer, pen cup, and phone/card holder with hidden slots  
 for charging cables.

D. Post-it® Pop-up Note Dispenser
 Reaching for a piece of paper to jot a note has never   
 been easier. This weighted dispenser makes for simple,  
 one handed dispensing and includes 45 unimprinted   
	 pop-up	notes.	Refillable.

C.

D.
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B. Glitter Putty
 Relax and play with creative pearlized putty! It’s an  
 excellent stress reliever you can stretch, squish and   
 squeeze.

C. Rubber Band Ball
 A fun and eye catching desk accessory that is sure to get  
 your brand noticed. Plus, bounce the rubber band ball  
 when bored or stressed!

A. Lighted Duo Magnifier 
 When a little extra visual help is needed, reach for  
	 this	trusty	light-up	magnifier.

B.

C.

A.
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D. Standium
 Keep headphones clean, out of reach of any spills,  
	 and	easily	accessible. 

D.
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C. Jar of Clips 
 When compiling documents, what’s better than a shining  
 gold binder clip? These 22 handy clips are packaged in  
 a shatterproof plastic jar with a real cork top and will look  
 great on any desktop!



A. h2go Lumos Bottle
 This 25 oz. double wall stainless steel tumbler will help  
 them stay hydrated while wo  rking away at their desks.

A.

B.  Travel Soft 
 Three	in	one:	Travel	Soft™	is	a	thin	microfiber	mouse		 	
 pad, a soft antimicrobial cleaning cloth and a keyboard/ 
 screen protector! A full-color imprint makes your brand 
 pop. 

C. Mobile Office Hybrid Zippered Pouch 
 Seamlessly	transition	from	working	in	the	office	to	 
 remotely at home. This pouch opens to stand on its own
 and provide a workspace to help keep you organized.

B.

C.
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F. Contemporary Phone Holder
 A classy way to hold smartphones vertically! The perfect natural   
 wood accessory for any desk, they’ll use this phone holder for   
 videos and calls daily.

D. Dry Erase Board 
 A	perfect	office	gift,	this	8”x10”	dry	erase	board	keeps			
 them organized. Includes marker, double-sided tape and  
 magnets for easy mounting to any surface. 

E. Tucson Note Cube 
 Tackle each day head-on with the help of these cube   
 notes! Includes 640 white blank pages with a note area  
 at the bottom of each page.

D.

E.

F.
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A. Pacific Softy Metallic Pen/Stylus
 Contemporary monochromatic design, with luxurious  
	 soft-touch	barrels compliment	color-matched		 	
	 metallic trim for	a	fresh,	modern	look. 

B. Papermate® Flair
 A tried and true favorite! Felt tip provides bold and  
 expressive lines great for editing documents and papers.

C. Spectacle Pen
 It’s all in the details. The Spectacle features sleek white  
 barrels accented with a pop of color framing the clip  
 and plunger.

D. Sharpie® Rollerball
 Enjoy a high-performance, smooth writing experience  at  
	 home,	the	office	or	school.	Engineered	for	precision,	this		
 pen has a .7mm arrow point tip and writes in bold,  
 vivid ink. 

A. D.C.
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E. Superhero Ellipse Softy Pen
 Up, up and away! This soft-touch metal pen with fun,  
 attention-grabbing ombre colors is sure to save the day!

F. Broadline Fluorescent Highlighter Pack
 Accentuate the postitive! Features transparent,  
 read-through color that is bold enough to highlight  
 important text.

E. F.
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A. Hammonds™ Super Snack Mix 
 Treat employees to this crave-worthy snack  
 mix available in 3 super snack varieties. 

B. Mrs. Fields Cookies & Hot Chocolate Mix
 Remind employees how valued their contributions are  
 with a tasty chocolate experience. Kit includes an 11 oz.  
 ceramic mug, 3 pack of chocolate chip cookie nibblers,  
 and a decadent hot chocolate bomb.

C. Truffle Gift Box
 Gift hardworking team members a sweet treat to  
 tame their sweet tooth!

A.
C.
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Keeping up with the latest trends shows  
customers and prospects that your organization  
is forward-thinking and innovative. We’re here to 

help every step of the way! Reach out today to plan 
your next promotion with growth-oriented merch. 


